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Matilda
Confidential correspondence of the emperor Napoleon and the
empress Josephine: including letters from the time of their
marriage
"Dangerous, subtle, unexpected and familiar, angry and ferocious and hopeful The
Empress of Salt and Fortune is a remarkable accomplishment of storytelling."—NPR
A 2020 ALA Booklist Top Ten SF/F Debut A Book Riot Must-Read Fantasy of 2020 A
Paste Most Anticipated Novel of 2020 A Library Journal Debut of the Month A
Buzzfeed Must-Read Fantasy Novel of Spring 2020 With the heart of an Atwood tale
and the visuals of a classic Asian period drama, Nghi Vo's The Empress of Salt and
Fortune is a tightly and lushly written narrative about empire, storytelling, and the
anger of women. A young royal from the far north, is sent south for a political
marriage in an empire reminiscent of imperial China. Her brothers are dead, her
armies and their war mammoths long defeated and caged behind their borders.
Alone and sometimes reviled, she must choose her allies carefully. Rabbit, a
handmaiden, sold by her parents to the palace for the lack of five baskets of dye,
befriends the emperor's lonely new wife and gets more than she bargained for. At
once feminist high fantasy and an indictment of monarchy, this evocative debut
follows the rise of the empress In-yo, who has few resources and fewer friends.
She's a northern daughter in a mage-made summer exile, but she will bend history
to her will and bring down her enemies, piece by piece. Praise for The Empress of
Salt and Fortune “An elegant gut-punch, a puzzle box that unwinds itself in its own
way and in its own time. I cannot recommend it highly enough. Gorgeous. Cruel.
Perfect. I didn't know I needed to read this until I did.”—Seanan McGuire "A tale of
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rebellion and fealty that feels both classic and fresh, The Empress of Salt and
Fortune is elegantly told, strongly felt, and brimming with rich detail. An epic in
miniature, beautifully realised."—Zen Cho At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The World's History: Western Europe
The World's Great Classics Comprising a General Index, a
Subject Index, and Index of Authors, and a Chronologicaal
Index
Such is the voice of Shan Sa's unforgettable heroine in her latest literary
masterpiece, Empress. Empress Wu, one of China's most controversial figures, was
its first and only female emperor, who emerged in the seventh century during the
great Tang Dynasty and ushered in a golden age. Throughout history, her name
has been defamed and her story distorted by those taking vengeance on a woman
who dared to become emperor. But now, for the first time in thirteen centuries,
Empress Wu (or Heavenlight, as we come to know her) flings open the gates of the
Forbidden City and tells her own astonishing tale—revealing a fascinating, complex
figure who in many ways remains modern to this day. Writing with epic assurance,
poetry, and vivid historic detail, Shan Sa plumbs the psychological and
philosophical depths of what it means to be a striving mortal in a tumultuous,
power-hungry world. Empress is a great literary feat and a revelation for the ages.

The World's Great Classics
A life of Matilda--empress, skilled military leader, and one of the greatest figures of
the English Middle Ages Matilda was a daughter, wife, and mother. But she was
also empress, heir to the English crown--the first woman ever to hold the
position--and an able military general. This new biography explores Matilda's
achievements as military and political leader, and sets her life and career in full
context. Catherine Hanley provides fresh insight into Matilda's campaign to claim
the title of queen, her approach to allied kingdoms and rival rulers, and her role in
the succession crisis. Hanley highlights how Matilda fought for the throne, and
argues that although she never sat on it herself her reward was to see her son
become king. Extraordinarily, her line has continued through every single monarch
of England or Britain from that time to the present day.

Empress Game
Red muslin curtain, ambergris, the empress two warm embrace."Your majesty, if
there's anything that isn't good enough for chenqie, you must speak of it. You must
not hold it in.""We are very pleased that the empress suddenly became so
considerate.""Left and right chenqie won't change either. I just hope that the
emperor won't suffer any problems from this. Otherwise, chenqie will be held
responsible for her death."The Son of Heaven's smile faded as he said in a low
voice, "I may have married a fake queen."
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Empress of the World
Star Battles
A thrilling account of the brutal decades-long battle between Christendom and
Islam for the soul of Europe. This struggle's brutal climax came between 1565 and
1571, seven years that witnessed a fight to the finish decided in a series of bloody
set pieces: the epic siege of Malta, in which a tiny band of Christian defenders
defied the might of the Ottoman army; the savage battle for Cyprus; and the
apocalyptic last-ditch defense of southern Europe at Lepanto--one of the single
most shocking days in world history. At the close of this cataclysmic naval
encounter, the carnage was so great that the victors could barely sail away
because of the countless corpses floating in the sea. Lepanto fixed the frontiers of
the Mediterranean world that we know today.

Empress: The Astonishing Reign of Nur Jahan
Billions of years ago, the universe was born and started to take shape. Millions of
years ago, two precursor alien races battled in a final battle in the home star
system of the Zendi civilization. The Zendi would use the technology of the
precursors to establish a galactic empire that spans the local galaxies, until the
great revolt. In the twenty-seventh century, many of the younger races are locked
into a bloody galaxy-wide war. The Allied Forces are trying to protect their liberty
from tyrannical alien forces bent on subjugating and enslaving all of humanity and
their alien comrades. Many assassination attempts are made on the human
nobility, especially on the imperial family. Vicious attacks by the galactic terrorist
network called the Hy-Vree snare imperial forces as a rebel faction rises up during
the war, an evil human faction bent on subverting the Terran Star Empire back into
a despotic tyranny and at the height of the war and who will get their hands on a
new terror weapon, one that could wipe out an entire star system.

The Will of the Empress
The bloody tournament to determine the new empress of the intergalactic empire
may be over, but for exiled princess Kayla Reinumon, the battle is just beginning.
To free her home planet from occupation, Kayla must infiltrate the highest reaches
of imperial power. But when a deadly nanovirus threatens to ravage the empire, it
will take more than diplomacy to protect her homeworld from all-out war.

Your Majesty, the Empress Runs Again
When he reappears in her life after a four-year absence, Battle Hall Davies spends
the summer before college with her brother Nick and learns a lot about Nick and
herself, in the moving sequel to Empress of the World. Reprint.

Space Battle Lunchtime Vol. 1
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Naval Battles of the First World War
Two fugitives, a princess-in-exile and her accused killer, cross the galaxy as they
fight to reclaim her family dynasty and save the universe from a deadly threat.

American Empress
Blazing World is a fanciful depiction of a satirical, utopian kingdom in another world
(with different stars in the sky) that can be reached via the North Pole. A young
woman enters this other world, becomes the empress of a society composed of
various species of talking animals, and organizes an invasion back into her world
complete with submarines towed by the fish men and the dropping of fire stones
by the bird men to confound the enemies of her homeland, the Kingdom of Esfi.

The Empress of Salt and Fortune
Shen Xin, the direct descendent of the Grand Preceptor; Qin Ao, the current
emperor. When the Grand Emperor's cry rang out, Qin Ao had no choice but to
hang himself. With a wave of his hand, an imperial decree was made, fulfilling the
Grand Emperor's' beautiful intentions'. According to the blessing of the heavens,
the emperor decreed that the direct daughter of the Shen family was a pure orchid
with a pure heart. She was the epitome of a woman in the world and had entered
the Eastern Palace. This is it! " The Supreme Emperor laughed. A certain emperor
continued to feel helpless, and the chicken leg in a certain woman's hand fell to
the ground. From then on, entering the main East Palace, watching the battles
between the tigers, eating and drinking, became Shen Xin's goal. But of course,
this person, Shen Xin, was also a peerless glutton. Even entering the palace
wouldn't change the nature of a foodie. I would never have thought that the
biggest rival in my life was none other than all kinds of delicious food. PS: Boys,
this is an aerial script, please do not enter the collection with history

The Blazing World
This fairy tale retelling lives in a mystical world inspired by the Far East, where the
Dragon Lord and the Serpent God battle for control of the earthly realm; it is here
that the flawed heroine of Forest of a Thousand Lanterns finally meets her match.
An epic fantasy finale to that breathtaking and dazzling story. Princess Jade has
grown up in exile, hidden away in a monastery while her stepmother, the ruthless
Xifeng, rules as Empress of Feng Lu. But the empire is in distress and its people are
sinking into poverty and despair. Even though Jade doesn't want the crown, she
knows she is the only one who can dethrone the Empress and set the world right.
Ready to reclaim her place as rightful heir, Jade embarks on a quest to raise the
Dragon Lords and defeat Xifeng and the Serpent God once and for all. But will the
same darkness that took Xifeng take Jade, too? Or will she find the strength within
to save herself, her friends, and her empire? Set in an East Asian-inspired fantasy
world filled with breathtaking pain and beauty, Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix is
filled with dazzling magic, powerful prose, and characters readers won't soon
forget. Fans of Stealing Snow, Red Queen, and The Wrath and the Dawn will
hungrily devour this page-turning read. Praise for Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix:
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"There aren't many authors who could so precisely undo their first book with their
second, but it is this clever unweaving that shows Dao's brilliance and skill. With
heart-stopping action and wonderful new characters, this is not a sequel to be
missed." --EK Johnston, #1 New York Times bestselling author "A lush, enchanting
tale of magic, myth, and absolute courage. At once gorgeously woven and
deliciously gruesome, Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix is a thrilling end to a series
that feels like a classic in its own right." --Natalie Mae, author of The Kinder Poison
"Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix is the stunning counterpoint to Forest of a
Thousand Lanterns. A refreshing take on the classic heroine, and an adventure of
stories nestled within stories, this is a book fairytale lovers will tuck among their
most beloved treasures." --Emily X.R. Pan, New York Times bestselling author of
The Astonishing Color of After "Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix broke my heart and
filled it, all at once. In the process, Julie C. Dao has turned a well-worn tale into
something thrilling and new. Ornate, tender, and magical. I could not put this book
down." --Tochi Onyebuchi, author of Beasts Made of Night and Crown of Thunder
"Beautifully written and masterfully told, Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix feels at
once timeless and entirely new . . . I loved it with my whole heart." --Margaret
Rogerson, New York Times bestselling author of An Enchantment of Ravens
"Utterly brilliant in every way, Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix is the perfect followup to Julie C. Dao's debut. This is the dark fantasy I've been waiting for, and I can't
get enough!" --Beth Revis, New York Times bestselling author of Give the Dark My
Love "A grand adventure for fans of fairy tales, fables, and legends coupled with
the vibrant history of Chinese dynasties."--Kirkus Reviews * "A top purchase for
most fantasy collections." --School Library Journal, starred review

The Dragon Empress
Empress Orchid
American Empress is a sweeping history of the dramatic life of heiress Marjorie
Merriweather Post, daughter of breakfast-cereal magnate C. W. Post. As a young
girl growing up in the Midwest, Marjorie Post helped glue cereal boxes in her
father's barn, later became a board member of his company, wed a diplomat and
by late middle age was widely acknowledged as the unofficial "Queen of
Washington, D.C." The glamorous and warm-hearted Mrs. Post was also mother to
actress Dina Merrill. Throughout her life, she gave generously to hundreds of civic,
artistic and philanthropic causes, among which were the National Symphony
Orchestra, the Washington Ballet and the Kennedy Center. By virtue of her brains,
beauty and great wealth, Mrs. Post was a woman well ahead of her era, whose
natural business acumen created the frozen foods industry and transformed the
Postum Cereal Company into the General Foods Corporation.

The Great Empress Dowager of China
K Arsenault Rivera's second novel, The Tiger's Daughter, the continuation of a new
epic fantasy trilogy "Rich, expansive, and grounded in human truthsimply
exquisite.” —V. E. Schwab, New York Times bestselling author of the Shades of
Magic series Once they were the heirs to a prophecy that predicted two women
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would save an empire. Now Shefali is dying—and her wife is unaware of the
coming tragedy. Shizuka is too busy trying to reunite a fractured empire and right
the wrongs of her ancestors. As the Imperial Army gathers against a demonic
invasion, Shizuka must do all she can with an empire on the brink of civil war.
Ascendant #1 The Tiger’s Daughter #2 The Phoenix Empress #3 The Warrior Moon
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Index to The World's Greatest Literature
Yaz finally knows where to find his mother. After losing his father, he’s determined
to get to her in time. Meanwhile, the Dark Sages have gained the full power of the
dragonspires. Dragons rule the sky above Carttoom and Rend. Fire and death await
anyone who dares resist. Only a desperate group of wizards and rangers stand
between the kingdoms and slavery. Yaz’s power is the ultimate trump card. If only
he can gain control of it. The final battle is here.

Empires of the Sea
A tale of love, power and intrigue from the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of The Alice Network and The Huntress. Powerful, prosperous,
and expanding ever farther into the untamed world, the Roman Empire has
reached its peak under the rule of the beloved Emperor Trajan. But neither he nor
his reign can last forever Brash and headstrong, Vix is a celebrated ex-gladiator
returned to Rome to make his fortune. The sinuous, elusive Sabina is a senator's
daughter who craves adventure. Sometimes lovers, sometimes enemies, Vix and
Sabina are united by their devotion to Trajan. But others are already maneuvering
in the shadows. Trajan's ambitious Empress has her own plans for Sabina. And the
aristocratic politician Hadrian—who is both the Empress's ruthless protégé and
Vix's mortal enemy—has ambitions he confesses to no one, ambitions rooted in a
secret prophecy. When Trajan falls, they all will be caught in a deadly whirlwind
that may seal their fates, and that of the entire Roman Empire

Empress of a Thousand Skies
Great Battles of the World
Desperate for the next Game of Thrones? Pick up Empress of the Fall for your fullon fix of epic fantasy. The Emperor is dead - long live the Empress! Emperor
Constant is dead and his rivals are scrabbling for power - but any misstep could
plunge the land, already devastated by the shocking outcome of the Third
Crusade, into a calamitous civil war. The Imperial throne is not the only one in
jeopardy. Two brothers, imprisoned veterans of the Crusades, finally return home
to find their father's kingdom being plundered - but the price of regaining their
birthright will have far-reaching implications for the entire empire. In the East,
Sultan Salim, peacemaker and visionary ruler, faces his greatest challenge as his
people demand an invasion of the West in retribution for the Rondian Crusades
And lurking in the darkness, orchestrating both the power struggles and the
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inevitable conflicts, is a shadowy group threatening to destroy civilisation itself.
Once more, Urte stands on the brink of cataclysm.

The Phoenix Empress
Empress of the Fall
“A classic space operaa universe we’ve never seen before.” —Delilah S. Dawson,
New York Times bestselling author From Hugo Award finalist Max Gladstone comes
a smart, swashbuckling, wildly imaginative adventure; the saga of a rag-tag team
of brilliant misfits, dangerous renegades, and enhanced outlaws in a war-torn
future. A wildly successful innovator to rival Steve Jobs or Elon Musk, Vivian Liao is
prone to radical thinking, quick decision-making, and reckless action. On the eve of
her greatest achievement, she tries to outrun people who are trying to steal her
success. In the chilly darkness of a Boston server farm, Viv sets her ultimate plan
into motion. A terrifying instant later, Vivian Liao is catapulted through space and
time to a far future where she confronts a destiny stranger and more deadly than
she could ever imagine. The end of time is ruled by an ancient, powerful Empress
who blesses or blasts entire planets with a single thought. Rebellion is literally
impossible to consider--until Vivian Liao arrives. Trapped between the Pride—a
ravening horde of sentient machines—and a fanatical sect of warrior monks who
call themselves the Mirrorfaith, Viv must rally a strange group of allies to confront
the Empress and find a way back to the world and life she left behind. A
magnificent work of vivid imagination and universe-spanning action, Empress of
Forever is a feminist Guardians of the Galaxy crossed with Star Wars and spiced
with the sensibility and spirit of Iain M. Banks and William Gibson. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

PeaceJam
Empress of Forever
A fictional portrait of the last empress of China follows Orchid, a beautiful teenager
from an aristocratic family, who is chosen to become a low-ranking concubine of
the emperor and rises to a position of power in the Chinese court.

Cyclopædia of Universal History: The modern world. 2 pt
Winter 2018–2019 Kids’ Indie Next List In a palace of illusions, nothing is what it
seems. Each generation, a competition is held to find the next empress of Honoku.
The rules are simple. Survive the palace’s enchanted seasonal rooms. Conquer
Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. Marry the prince. All are eligible to compete—all
except yokai, supernatural monsters and spirits whom the human emperor is
determined to enslave and destroy. Mari has spent a lifetime training to become
empress. Winning should be easy. And it would be, if she weren't hiding a
dangerous secret. Mari is a yokai with the ability to transform into a terrifying
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monster. If discovered, her life will be forfeit. As she struggles to keep her true
identity hidden, Mari’s fate collides with that of Taro, the prince who has no desire
to inherit the imperial throne, and Akira, a half-human, half-yokai outcast. Torn
between duty and love, loyalty and betrayal, vengeance and forgiveness, the
choices of Mari, Taro, and Akira will decide the fate of Honoku in this beautifully
written, edge-of-your-seat YA fantasy.

Index to the World's Great Classics
Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix
Cloak of War
Your Highness, the Empress Runs Away Again
Sandry, Daja, Briar, and Tris, are older now and back together again, in an exciting
and much-awaited, stand-alone novel by everyone's favorite mage, Tamora Pierce.
For years the Empress of Namorn has pressed her young cousin, Lady Sandrilene
fa Toren, to visit her vast lands within the Empire's borders. Sandry has avoided
the invitation for as long as it was possible. Now Sandry has agreed to pay that
overdue visit. Sandry's uncle promises guards to accompany her. But they're
hardly a group of warriors! They're her old friends from Winding Circle: Daja, Tris,
and Briar. Sandry hardly knows them now. They've grown up and grown apart.
Sandry isn't sure they'll ever find their old connection again - or if she even wants
them to. When they arrive at the pala

Empress of the Seven Hills
‘Power, grace, deadliness defined. Always cunning, endlessly victorious…’ One seat
on the intergalactic Sakien Empire’s supreme ruling body, the Council of Seven,
remains unfilled: that of the Empress Apparent. The seat isn’t won by votes or
marriage. It’s won in a tournament of ritualized combat. Now the tournament, the
Empress Game, has been called and the women of the empire will stop at nothing
to secure political domination for their homeworlds. Kayla Reunimon, a supreme
fighter, is called by a mysterious stranger to battle it out in the arena. The battle
for political power isn’t contained by the tournament’s ring, however. The empire’s
elite gather to forge, strengthen or betray alliances in a dance that will determine
the fate of the empire for a generation. With the empire wracked by a rising
nanovirus plague and stretched thin by an ill-advised planet-wide occupation of
Ordoch in enemy territory, everything rests on the woman who rises to the top.

Empress of All Seasons
Nicola Lancaster is spending her summer at the Siegel Institute, a hothouse of
smart, intense teenagers. She soon falls in with Katrina (Manic Computer Chick),
Isaac (Nice-Guy-Despite-Himself), Kevin (Inarticulate Composer) . . . and Battle, a
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beautiful blond dancer. The two become friends--and then, startlingly, more than
friends. What do you do when you think you're attracted to guys, and then you
meet a girl who steals your heart? A trailblazing debut, reissued with an
introduction by acclaimed author David Levithan, and copious back matter,
including three graphic novel stories by Sara Ryan (and artists Steve Leiber, Dylan
Meconis, and Natalie Nourigat) about the characters.

Empress
With the Call to action stations in August 1914, the Royal Navy faced its greatest
test since the time of Nelson.This classic history of the Great War at sea combines
graphic and stirring accounts of all the principal naval engagements - battles
overseas, in home waters and, for the first time, under the sea - with analysis of
the strategy and tactics of both sides. Geoffrey Bennett brings these sea battles
dramatically to life, and confirms the Allied navies' vital contribution to
victory.'Strongly recommended' RUSI Journal'Excellent balanced accounts and
judgements' Richard Hough

Empress of the Night
A Finalist for the 2018 Los Angeles Times Book Prize in History Four centuries ago,
a Muslim woman ruled an empire. When it came to hunting, she was a master shot.
As a dress designer, few could compare. An ingenious architect, she innovated the
use of marble in her parents’ mausoleum on the banks of the Yamuna River that
inspired her stepson’s Taj Mahal. And she was both celebrated and reviled for her
political acumen and diplomatic skill, which rivaled those of her female
counterparts in Europe and beyond. In 1611, thirty-four-year-old Nur Jahan,
daughter of a Persian noble and widow of a subversive official, became the
twentieth and most cherished wife of the Emperor Jahangir. While other wives were
secluded behind walls, Nur ruled the vast Mughal Empire alongside her husband,
and governed in his stead as his health failed and his attentions wandered from
matters of state. An astute politician and devoted partner, Nur led troops into
battle to free Jahangir when he was imprisoned by one of his own officers. She
signed and issued imperial orders, and coins of the realm bore her name.
Acclaimed historian Ruby Lal uncovers the rich life and world of Nur Jahan,
rescuing this dazzling figure from patriarchal and Orientalist clichés of romance
and intrigue, and giving new insight into the lives of women and girls in the Mughal
Empire, even where scholars claim there are no sources. Nur’s confident assertion
of authority and talent is revelatory. In Empress, she finally receives her due in a
deeply researched and evocative biography that awakens us to a fascinating
history.

Empress of the World
With the beautiful, powerful, and sexy Madame Chiang Kai-shek at the center of
one of the great dramas of the twentieth century, this is the story of the founding
of modern China, starting with a revolution that swept away more than 2,000 years
of monarchy, followed by World War II, and ending in the eventual loss to the
Communists and exile in Taiwan. An epic historical tapestry, this wonderfully
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wrought narrative brings to life what Americans should know about China -- the
superpower we are inextricably linked with -- the way its people think and their
code of behavior, both vastly different from our own. The story revolves around
this fascinating woman and her family: her father, a peasant who raised himself
into Shanghai society and sent his daughters to college in America in a day when
Chinese women were kept purposefully uneducated; her mother, an unlikely
Methodist from the Mandarin class; her husband, a military leader and dogmatic
warlord; her sisters, one married to Sun Yat-sen, the George Washington of China,
the other to a seventy-fifth lineal descendant of Confucius; and her older brother, a
financial genius. This was the Soong family, which, along with their partners in
marriage, was largely responsible for dragging China into the twentieth century.
Brilliantly narrated, this fierce and bloody drama also includes U.S. Army General
Joseph Stilwell; Claire Chennault, head of the Flying Tigers; Communist leaders
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai; murderous warlords; journalists Henry Luce,
Theodore White, and Edgar Snow; and the unfortunate State Department officials
who would be purged for predicting (correctly) the Communist victory in the
Chinese Civil War. As the representative of an Eastern ally in the West, Madame
Chiang was befriended -- before being rejected -- by the Roosevelts, stayed in the
White House for long periods during World War II, and charmed the U.S. Congress
into giving China billions of dollars. Although she was dubbed the Dragon Lady in
some quarters, she was an icon to her people and is certainly one of the most
remarkable women of the twentieth century.

The World's Greatest Literature
The follow-up to the #1 bestseller The Winter Palace--perfect for the readers of
Hilary Mantel and Alison Weir. Catherine the Great, the Romanov monarch reflects
on her astonishing ascension to the throne, her leadership over the world's
greatest power, and the lives sacrificed to make her the most feared woman in the
world--lives including her own Catherine the Great muses on her life, her relentless
battle between love and power, the country she brought into the glorious new
century, and the bodies left in her wake. By the end of her life, she had
accomplished more than virtually any other woman in history. She built and grew
the Romanov empire, amassed a vast fortune of art and land, and controlled an
unruly and conniving court. Now, in a voice both indelible and intimate, she reflects
on the decisions that gained her the world and brought her enemies to their knees.
And before her last breath, shadowed by the bloody French Revolution, she sets up
the end game for her last political maneuver, ensuring her successor and the
greater glory of Russia.

The Last Empress
Nicola Lancaster is spending her summer at the Siegel Institute, a hothouse of
smart, intense teenagers. She soon falls in with Katrina (Manic Computer Chick),
Isaac (Nice-Guy-Despite-Himself), Kevin (Inarticulate Composer) . . . and Battle, a
beautiful blond dancer. The two become friends--and then, startlingly, more than
friends. What do you do when you think you're attracted to guys, and then you
meet a girl who steals your heart? A trailblazing debut, reissued with an
introduction by acclaimed author David Levithan, and copious back matter,
including three graphic novel stories by Sara Ryan (and artists Steve Leiber, Dylan
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Meconis, and Natalie Nourigat) about the characters.

The World's Great Classics: Ancient history, by G. Rawlinson
Collecting the first four issues of Natalie Riess's delectable series, SPACE BATTLE
LUNCHTIME! Earth baker Peony gets the deal of a lifetime when she agrees to be a
contestant on the Universe's hottest reality TV show, Space Battle Lunchtime! But
that was before she knew that it shoots on location on a spaceship and her alien
competitors don't play nice! Does Peony really have what it takes to be the best
cook in the Galaxy? Tune in and find out!
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